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WUSC Minutes
January 10, 2011 – General Meeting – 6:45pm
In Attendance: Sophia, Ola, Sheetal, Adi, Elauna, Sepehr, Hussain, Akol, Brent, Shiv
1. International Week
- Thanks to Megana and Eliezer for successfully MCing our event, people loved it!
- Our events were well received! Great Success.
2. Bike for AIDS
- Tuesday, March 22 from 10am-6pm
- Bike-a-thon with stationary bikes
- People or teams sponsor the bike
- Bikeforaids.uofa@gmail.com
- Sheetal has pledge forms, and a script if you want to do classroom announcements
- We are looking for someone to design posters!
- We need volunteers to help do classroom announcements, and volunteers for the day of
Action: Sheetal will send out the forms to be included in the newsletter
3. Fair Trade Mondays
- EWB wants to establish a closer relationship on Fair Trade Mondays
- They want us to do it every Monday and Friday, but we will split with EWB
- Possibility of sharing costs next year
- MPH has a fair trade ‘wing’, discussions to create a similar wing in SUSJ
- We need a Fair Trade Coordinator for the rest of the term, will liaison with EWB
Action: Ola will be Fair Trade Coordinator
4. SRP Gala
- Volunteer roles that are assigned: Tech (Eliezer), Setup and Silent Auction pickup
(Kenzie), Bartending/Liquor License/Alcohol (Sheetal and Sophia), Tickets and Raffles
(Kenzie), Setup and MC (Megana), Silent Auction coordination (Sepehr and Hui-yi), Setup, ticket taker and raffle (Elauna), open volunteers, Special guest-buddy (Adi), Tickets
and Raffles (Helena)
Action: Kenzie will ask for volunteers with Pro-Serve in the newsletter and include a sample
invitation for professors, have information about how to get tickets (Tix on the square and infolink)
Action: We need more Silent Auction items, contact Sepehr for suggestions for places to get items
Action: Email profs and friends, we need to sell more tickets
5. Refugee Rights Week
- April 4 is Refugee Rights Day
- We are planning a week of events end of March/beginning of April
- Tentative events we’re investigating: Refugee Transportation Loan (Hussein), Reuniting
Refugee Families (Sophia), Citizens of Nowhere (Michelle), Fair Trade vs. Other Trades
Discussion (Elauna), CCR (Adi), Slam Poetry (Kenzie), Documentary/Sudanese Refugees
(Sepehr), Build your own village (Julia), Drum circle (Elauna)
Action: Everyone will continue to follow up on their respective events
Action: Adi will arrange which events are happening
6. SIHA Menstrual Pad making day
- Carol is coordinating…
7. Constitutional changes
a. Adi moves that the clause of the constitution stating that “The CRO… must not be a
member of the executive of the year of the election”
Approved Unanimously
b. Adi moves that we grant the executive the authority to change job descriptions without
presenting them to the Local Committee
Approved Unanimously
Next Meeting Date: Thursday, February 17 at 6:30, the next one will be after reading week
Adi is CRO!! By acclamation/coercion, nominations will open this Sunday

